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LAS VEGAS
Everyone who walks onstage to present an award at the 2005 Academy Award® ceremony in Los Angeles this year
will be a winner, once they open their gift bags, that is. Presenters will be able to enjoy two of the world's finest
brands with a Bellagio and Jurlique Spa Experience which includes:

* TWO NIGHTS IN A SUITE AT BELLAGIO, the only Five Diamond Casino Hotel in Las Vegas, which just added 928
rooms and suites with the opening of the new $375 million Spa Tower in December.

* A FUSION EXPERIENCE AT THE NEW, 65,000 SQUARE FOOT SPA & SALON BELLAGIO which opened December 20,
2004. The sleek, clean lines of the new spa combine with natural materials such as travertine, granite, bleached
walnut and onyx to balance a contemporary feel with the warmth of natural elements. Reflecting pools, water walls,
illuminated aqua-colored glass and accents of nephrite jade and hand-blown glass also are incorporated into the
decor.

Each Oscar presenter and a guest can enjoy their choice of two of the following therapies at the sleek, new spa:

   -- Jurlique Australian Flower Facial    -- Watsu Underwater Massage
   -- Indian Head Massage                  -- Thai Yoga Massage
   -- Egyptian Gold Body Treatment         -- Terra Firm Stone Pedicure w/
                                               Oxygen
   -- Ashiatsu Oriental Bar Massage        -- Bellagio's Royal Shave
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* DINNER FOR TWO AT THE NEW SENSI RESTAURANT -- True culinary theater to dazzle the senses, located steps
away from the Spa & Salon Entrance. Choose from any or all of the four main cuisines featured on the Sensi cooking
"stages" - Italian, Asian, Grill and Seafood Classics -- all prepared from open kitchens in a minimalist, earthy setting
using stone and water design elements.

* DESSERT AT BELLAGIO'S NEW JEAN-PHILIPPE PATISSERIE -- Choose from a wide array of "edible gems" at the
first, truly European-style pastry shop in Las Vegas designed with the opulence of a lavish jewelry salon. "Eye-candy"
at the patisserie includes the tallest chocolate fountain in the world.

* TICKETS FOR TWO TO "O" -- An outstanding melange of synchronized swimming, acrobatics, theatrical effects and
live music performed in, on and above water.

* $1000 SHOPPING SPREE IN JURLIQUE PRODUCTS -- Already a favorite with past winners and presenters, beauty
and skincare company Jurlique is The Purest Skin Care On Earth®. The range of more than 400 all-natural plant
based skin and health care products come from herbs and flowers grown on Jurlique's own biodynamic and organic
Herb Farm in Australia. All Jurlique products and treatments are based on the ancient arts of Aromatherapy,
Herbalism, Homeopathy and Alchemy and are designed to enhance holistic health and well-being, as well as inner
and outer beauty.

SOURCE: Bellagio

CONTACT: Kim Marshall, +1-310-452-1234, kim@themarshallplan.com, for
Bellagio; or Susie Dobson Global PR, +1-310-573-2146,
e.susiedobson@labridge.com, for Jurlique
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